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Twenty-seven years after the deaths of Detective Abby Hart’s parents, she’s
desperate to find the proof that will put the mastermind—the governor’s
wife—behind bars. When she joins a newly formed task force and teams up with PI
Luke Murphy, Abby is sent to San Luis Obispo to work the cold case of a murdered
college student. Realizing their investigation will bring them near the town where
Alyssa Rollins grew up, Abby decides to do a little digging of her own into the Triple
Seven fire. Luke is eager to help Abby close the books on a case they both have
personal stakes in. But as she uncovers long-held secrets, Abby stumbles into an
explosive situation, and Luke fears that her obsession may prove deadly.

Naval Digest
Officer Brinna Caruso has built a reputation at the precinct as the cop to call when
a child goes missing. For Brinna, it’s personal because she was once one of them.
Brinna and her K-9 search and rescue dog, Hero, will stop at nothing to find a
missing child, no matter the stakes. Detective Jack O’Reilly isn’t ready to return to
his homicide duties, after losing his wife to a drunk driver. He’s on the downside of
his career, and bent on revenge, when he’s assigned as Brinna’s partner. While on
patrol, Jack struggles between his quest for personal justice and his responsibility
to those around him, especially his partner. Skeptical of Jack’s motives, Brinna isn’t
sure she can rely on her new partner, whose reckless abandon endangers the
safety of those around him. But when a man surfaces with an MO similar to the
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criminal who abducted Brinna twenty years earlier, Brinna and Jack must cast aside
previous judgments and combine efforts to catch the kidnapper, and finally allow
Brinna the peace stolen from her as a child.

Report of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
The Brinna Caruso Collection: Critical Pursuit / Visible Threat
Available for the first time in paperback, The Strange Deaths of President Harding
challenges readers to reexamine Warren G. Harding's rightful place in American
history. For nearly half a century, the twenty-ninth president of the United States
has consistently finished last in polls ranking the presidents. After Harding's
untimely death in 1923, a variety of attacks and unsubstantiated claims left the
public with a tainted impression of him. In this meticulously researched scrutiny of
the mystery surrounding Harding's death, Robert H. Ferrell, distinguished
presidential historian, examines the claims against this unpopular president and
uses new material to counter those accusations. At the time of Harding's death
there was talk of his similarity, personally if not politically, to Abraham Lincoln.
Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes described Harding as one of nature's
noblemen, truehearted and generous. But soon after Harding's death, his
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reputation began to spiral downward. Rumors circulated of the president's death
by poison, either by his own hand or by that of his wife; allegations of an
illegitimate daughter were made; and question were raised concerning the extent
of Harding's knowledge of the Teapot Dome scandal and of irregularities in the
Veterans' Bureau, as well as his tolerance of a corrupt attorney general who was
an Ohio political fixer. Journalists and historians of the time added to his tarnished
reputation by using sources that were easily available but not factually accurate. In
The Strange Deaths of President Harding, Ferrell lays out the facts behind these
allegations for the reader to ponder. Making the most of the recently opened
papers of assistant White House physician Dr. Joel T. Boone, Ferrell shows that for
years Harding suffered from high blood pressure, was under a great deal of stress,
and overexerted himself; it was a heart attack that caused his death, not poison.
There was no proof of an illegitimate child. And Harding did not know much about
the scandals intensifying in the White House at the time of his death. In fact, these
events were not as scandalous as they have since been made to seem. In this
meticulously researched and eminently readable scrutiny of the mystery
surrounding Harding's death, as well as the deathblows dealt his reputation by
journalists, Ferrell asks for a reexamination of Harding's place in American history.

Gendered Justice in the American West
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Farewell to Manzanar
Sessional Papers of the Dominion of Canada
Officer Brinna Caruso wants perfection—perfect justice and a perfect world. She
wants to save and protect all the innocents in the world, no matter the cost.
Orphaned and struggling to get by, Ivana and her sister left Bulgaria for America
with dreams of a better life. But since they arrived in Long Beach, everything they
were promised has turned out to be a lie. After a dead girl is found in the river with
a mysterious tattoo on her hip, homicide detective Jack O’Reilly asks for Brinna’s
help. Unaware of the depths of evil that will be uncovered, Brinna finds herself
flung into a dangerous frontier—an organized human trafficking ring.

Recent Cases in the Pacific Coast States Involving International
Law
After solving the mayors murder and exposing corruption among the top brass in
Las Playas, Carly Edwards is happy to be back on patrol with her partner, Joe,
putting bad guys behind bars. For once, everything in life seems to be going right.
But then everything starts going wrong. Slow to recover from an injury, her exPage 5/22
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husband, Nick, begins pulling away just as they were starting to get close again.
Meanwhile, when Joes wife lands in the hospital with a mysterious illness, their
baby is kidnapped. As Carly chases down every lead in a desperate search to find
the baby, her newfound faith is pushed to its limits.

Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
After months of investigating the brutal homicide of a young girl, Detective Abby
Hart finally has the evidence she needs. But when the arrest goes terribly wrong,
Abby begins to doubt her future as a police officer. As she wrestles with conflicting
emotions, old questions about the fire that took her parents’ lives come back to
haunt her. “There is proof.” PI Luke Murphy can’t stop thinking about what Abby’s
former partner, Asa Foster, mumbled just before he died. When he uncovers a clue
to the murder of Abby’s parents and his uncle, he’s reluctant to tell Abby, despite
his growing feelings for the beautiful detective. A decade-old abduction case brings
Luke and Abby together, but will his secret tear them apart?

The Army Lawyer
Keeping Guard
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Police Chief Tess O’Rourke’s small town is still reeling from a devastating fire when
the FBI asks for help: Could she shelter a witness in a high-profile human
trafficking case? Initially reluctant to put the townspeople of Rogue’s Hollow at risk,
Tess is swayed after she sees Pastor Oliver Macpherson’s genuine conviction to
rescue those in need, a trait in him she’s coming to love more each day. Tess’s
fledgling faith is tested when crews of workmen from out of town come in to assist
with the fire cleanup and she worries that one of these strangers might shine a
light on things best kept hidden. Neither she nor Oliver knows that Rogue’s Hollow
is already home to a suspect from a twenty-five-year-old murder case . . . and
someone is taking cold aim at those Tess is sworn to protect.

Burning Proof
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the
sea during World War II, spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before being
rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the war.

Drawing Fire
Dead Secrets
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The Pacific Coast Justice Collection: Accused / Abducted /
Avenged
He saw the soft cedars of San Piedro Island, its high, rolling hills, the low mist that
lay in long streamers against its beaches, the whitecaps riffling its shoreline. The
moon had risen already behind the island – a quarter moon, pale and indefinite, as
ethereal and translucent as the wisps of cloud that travelled the skies. A fisherman
is found dead in the net of his boat off the coast of a North American island. When
a local Japanese-American man is charged with his murder, it becomes clear that
what is at stake is more than one man's guilt. For on San Piedro, memories grow as
thickly as cedar trees – memories of a charmed romance between a white boy and
a Japanese girl. Above all, the island is haunted by what happened to its Japanese
residents during the Second World War, when an entire community was sent into
exile while its neighbours watched.

Passage of Change
Dead Secrets: A Jack Mango Murder Mystery---The best way to keep a secret is to
make it a dead secret.Jack Mango thought life couldn't get much better as a
respected detective in the enigmatic laboratory town of Los Alamos, New Mexico.
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His life changes drastically when shot while protecting the governor from an
assassin's bullet. He recovers, only to have his wife die of cancer soon after.Unable
to cope, he moves his family to the central Pacific coast of California, an area of
fond memories from his Army days, hoping to start anew. And, harboring a secret
desire to reconnect with an old flame he rejected, bound by duty and honor to
return home to his fianc�. Mango's first case three days into his new job as Police
Chief, in the idyllic seaside town of Serrano, sets the tone. Psychiatrist Billy Morton
is accused and convicted of violating his adopted daughter, Clare. Four years later,
Billy is found dead on the beach shortly after being paroled from prison. Later that
morning, his wife's lover, Harry Henderson, is found dead near a beached panga;
the boat believed to have been transporting four thousand pounds of marijuana,
off-loaded during the night.Billy's estranged wife, Stella, ostracized by the
community for her implied collusion in Clare's abuse, takes to the hills. Clare is on
the lam after threatening to kill Harry, after he terminates her job for clashing
publicly with Billy at the local coffee bar. She meets up with the mysterious panga
boat captain and the chase is on!Chief Jack Mango and his small, eclectic team of
officers are thrust into a frustrating and frantic pursuit to find the suspects before
they kill again. It doesn't help that his love life is a shambles, what with juggling a
high profile career, a murder investigation, and haunting demons of love, death,
and redemption.

Sessional Papers
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"Report of the Dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of
Ontario, 1893", issued as vol. 26, no. 7, supplement.

Pacific Coast Law Journal
The Strange Deaths of President Harding
This collection brings together two of Janice Cantore’s suspense novels featuring
Brinna Caruso, in one e-book for a great value! Critical Pursuit Officer Brinna
Caruso has built a reputation at the precinct as the cop to call when a child goes
missing. For Brinna, it’s personal because she was once one of them. Brinna and
her K-9 search and rescue dog, Hero, will stop at nothing to find a missing child, no
matter the stakes. Detective Jack O’Reilly isn’t ready to return to his homicide
duties, after losing his wife to a drunk driver. He’s on the downside of his career,
and bent on revenge, when he’s assigned as Brinna’s partner. While on patrol, Jack
struggles between his quest for personal justice and his responsibility to those
around him, especially his partner. Skeptical of Jack’s motives, Brinna isn’t sure
she can rely on her new partner, whose reckless abandon endangers the safety of
those around him. But when a man surfaces with an MO similar to the criminal who
abducted Brinna twenty years earlier, Brinna and Jack must cast aside previous
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judgments and combine efforts to catch the kidnapper, and finally allow Brinna the
peace stolen from her as a child. Visible Threat Officer Brinna Caruso wants
perfection—perfect justice and a perfect world. She wants to save and protect all
the innocents in the world, no matter the cost. Orphaned and struggling to get by,
Ivana and her sister left Bulgaria for America with dreams of a better life. But since
they arrived in Long Beach, everything they were promised has turned out to be a
lie. After a dead girl is found in the river with a mysterious tattoo on her hip,
homicide detective Jack O’Reilly asks for Brinna’s help. Unaware of the depths of
evil that will be uncovered, Brinna finds herself flung into a dangerous frontier—an
organized human trafficking ring.

Crisis Shot
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Explores whether
sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and spatial relationships that
existed in terrorist group planning, and if so, could patterns of preparatory conduct
be identified? About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for
terrorism relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for
1,205 days from the first planning meeting to the date of the actual/planned
terrorist incident. The planning process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to
the terrorist incident. This study examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in
the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns of
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conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the commission of the actual
terrorist incidents. Illustrations.

Cold Aim
Report of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police
A mother who cannot face her future. A daughter who cannot escape her past. A
timeless story of love and betrayal, loss and redemption, flickering against the
vivid backdrop of eighteenth-century Scotland, as hope, the brightest of tapers,
lights the wayhome.

Remnants: Season of Wonder
A rescue dog, an ex-Marine, and an ex-convict are caught in the crosshairs of a
ruthless gang in remote Washington state in this "first-rate thriller" (Associated
Press) for "fans of CJ Box and Michael Koryta" (Booklist). Former US Marine Jess
Winslow reenters civilian life a new widow, with little more to her name than a
broken-down house, a medical discharge for PTSD, and a loyal dog named Lucy.
The only thing she actually cares about is that dog, a black-and-white pit bull mix
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who helps her cope with the devastating memories of her time in Afghanistan.
After fifteen years -- nearly half his life -- in state prison, Mason Burke owns one set
of clothes, a wallet, and a photo of Lucy, the service dog he trained while behind
bars. Seeking a fresh start, he sets out for Deception Cove, Washington, where the
dog now lives. As soon as Mason knocks on Jess's door, he finds himself in the
middle of a standoff between the widow and the deputy county sheriff. When Jess's
late husband piloted his final "fishing" expedition, he stole and stashed a valuable
package from his drug dealer associates. Now the package is gone, and the
sheriff's department has seized Jess's dearest possession: her dog. Unless Jess
turns over the missing goods, Lucy will be destroyed. The last thing Mason wants is
to be dragged back into the criminal world. The last thing Jess wants is to trust a
stranger. But neither of them can leave a friend, the only good thing in either of
their lives, in danger. To rescue Lucy, they'll have to forge an uneasy alliance. And
to avoid becoming collateral damage in someone else's private war, they have to
fight back -- and find a way to conquer their doubts and fears.

Abducted
The best country-by-country assessment of human rights. The human rights
records of more than ninety countries and territories are put into perspective in
Human Rights Watch's signature yearly report. Reflecting extensive investigative
work undertaken by Human Rights Watch staff, in close partnership with domestic
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human rights activists, the annual World Report is an invaluable resource for
journalists, diplomats, and citizens, and is a must-read for anyone interested in the
fight to protect human rights in every corner of the globe.

West's military justice reporter
Documents the physical and mental punishment of female prisoners in the West
between 1865 and 1915, drawing on prison records and the women's own words to
analyze the role of gender, race, class, and age in the women's maltreatment. UP.

Avenged
During World War II a community called Manzanar was hastily created in the high
mountain desert country of California, east of the Sierras. Its purpose was to house
thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first families to arrive was
the Wakatsukis, who were ordered to leave their fishing business in Long Beach
and take with them only the belongings they could carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a
seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which she struggled and
adapted, observed and grew. For her father it was essentially the end of his life. At
age thirty-seven, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston recalls life at Manzanar through the
eyes of the child she was. She tells of her fear, confusion, and bewilderment as
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well as the dignity and great resourcefulness of people in oppressive and
demeaning circumstances. Written with her husband, Jeanne delivers a powerful
first-person account that reveals her search for the meaning of Manzanar. Farewell
to Manzanar has become a staple of curriculum in schools and on campuses across
the country. Last year the San Francisco Chronicle named it one of the twentieth
century’s 100 best nonfiction books from west of the Rockies. First published in
1973, this new edition of the classic memoir of a devastating Japanese American
experience includes an inspiring afterword by the authors.

Unbroken
The New York Times Index
And the Sea Will Tell
"Grips you by the throat from beginning to end."—Cleveland Plain Dealer ALONE
WITH HER NEW HUSBAND on a tiny Pacific atoll, a young woman, combing the
beach, finds an odd aluminum container washed up out of the lagoon, and beside it
on the sand something glitters: a gold tooth in a scorched human skull. The
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investigation that follows uncovers an extraordinarily complex and puzzling truecrime story. Only Vincent Bugliosi, who recounted his successful prosecution of
mass murderer Charles Manson in the bestseller Helter Skelter, was able to draw
together the hundreds of conflicting details of the mystery and reconstruct what
really happened when four people found hell in a tropical paradise. And the Sea
Will Tell reconstructs the events and subsequent trial of a riveting true murder
mystery, and probes into the dark heart of a serpentine scenario of death.

Double Tap
The year is 2095. Gifted teens known as Remnants have been chosen and trained
to act as humanity's last hope to rectify the horrors that are now part of everyday
life. But the Sons of Sheol are determined to stop them.

Lethal Target
Numerous issues face Pacific states trying to find their way in the early 21st
century. Countries are striving to secure the benefits of modernisation.
Governance, law and order are needed to reach such a goal, but development
cannot be at the price of culture or the environment. The question of how to
develop and maintain sound legal systems and legal rules whilst maintaining the
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unique cultural heritages within the Pacific is a challenge with no easy answer. This
interdisciplinary collection locates issues of law and governance within the
particular socio-political context of the Pacific island region, presenting
sociological, anthropological and political insights alongside jurisprudential
analysis. Key issues including corruption, the role of customary law in modern legal
systems, the place of human rights in the Pacific, environmental issues and the
structure of the state are explored from a variety of perspectives.

Catching Heat
Tess O’Rourke dreams of becoming the first female chief of police in Long Beach,
California. As commander of the East Division, she is well on her way . . . until the
night she responds to an officer-needs-assistance call and fatally shoots an
unarmed teenager. Despite being cleared of wrongdoing by a grand jury, Tess is so
hounded by the public that she takes a job in Oregon to escape the bad press.
Winning over the residents of Rogue’s Hollow might be more difficult than
adjusting to her new role as police chief in the small, backwater town. Especially
when her closest friend, the pastor’s wife, goes missing and the woman’s cousin is
found shot. Tess finds an ally in sheriff’s deputy Steve Logan, but as they track
down Rogue’s Hollow’s first murderer, she worries that she’s breaking one of her
rules and getting too close to him.
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Here Burns My Candle
Now Madriani is faced with daunting ballistics evidence: a so-called "double
tap"-two bullet wounds tightly grouped in the victim's head, shots that could have
been made only by a crack marksman. Paul's client, Emiliano Ruiz, is an enigma—a
career soldier who refuses to discuss his past though it is clear that he is a battletested pro. Ruiz is accused of killing a beautiful businesswoman and guru of a hightech software empire catering to the military. A key to the case: the murder
weapon is one used solely in special operations, where the "double tap" has
become the signature of the most skilled assassins. Ruiz is sitting on secretsthere's a seven-year gap on his military résumé, for which Madriani can find no
details. And, more troubling, he discovers that the victim and her company were
involved in a controversial government computer program designed to combat
terrorists. Madriani finds himself in a deadly legal quagmire—with a client who is
unwilling to cooperate and prosecutors who stonewall his every question about the
victim's shadowy business and his client's past. Finding justice, and the
unvarnished truth, has never been so elusive—or so dangerous.

Deception Cove
"You can't hide from me." Her anonymous stalker's threats are getting scarier and
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scarier. Now Kylie Summers fears for her life. She flees her home for the protection
of a former military man in a small Virginia town. But her brother's handsome best
friend already has a long list of obligations. Kylie knows she's intruding on Nate
Richardson's life. Even though he promises to keep her safe, Nate's keeping her at
arm's length emotionally. Until her stalker emerges from the shadows, forcing Nate
to choose between keeping guard over his wary heart–or Kylie.

Pacific Coast Gazette
Police Chief Tess O’Rourke thought she’d taken care of her small town’s drug
problem last year. But now Rogue’s Hollow residents are up in arms over a
contentious vote on legalizing the sale of marijuana within city limits. And when an
eighteen-year-old is found dead of a possible overdose, Tess wonders if the local
pot farms might be involved and begins to fear that a new, deadlier drug supply
chain has cropped up. As tempers flare and emotions boil over, Tess faces the
possibility of losing the town’s support. With her relationship to Sergeant Steve
Logan on shaky ground, Tess could really use a friend, and she feels drawn to
Pastor Oliver Macpherson’s quiet presence. But the anger she holds over her
father’s death prevents her from embracing his faith and finding peace. Battling
storms within and without, Tess is shocked when a familiar face from her past
shows up in town to stir up more trouble. And his threats against Tess may prove
lethal.
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Accused
When Officer Carly Edwards finds three young gangbangers shot execution style,
she and her husband, Sergeant Nick Anderson, head of the gang unit, fear Las
Playas may be on the verge of a gang war. Tensions escalate between rival gangs,
especially after Carly confiscates weapons from a gang leader and learns they
were stolen from a military base along with explosive devices. But something isn't
adding up, and as Carly prepares to testify at a major trial, her reputation is
shredded by a reporter apparently trying to discredit her professionally. Facing
pressure on all fronts, Carly must rely on faith and trust God in a deeper way
during one of the biggest struggles of her career.

Critical Pursuit
Detective Carly Edwards hates working in juvenile—where the brass put her after
an officer-involved shooting—and longs to be back on patrol. So when a troubled
youth, Londy Atkins, is arrested for the murder of the mayor and Carly is
summoned to the crime scene, she’s eager for some action. Carly presses Londy
for a confession but he swears his innocence, and despite her better judgment,
Carly is inclined to believe him. Yet homicide is convinced of his guilt and is
determined to convict him. Carly’s ex-husband and fellow police officer, Nick,
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appears to be on her side. He’s determined to show Carly that he’s a changed man
and win her back, but she isn’t convinced he won’t betray her again.

Visible Threat
World Report 2020
"Report of the Dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of
Ontario, 1893", issued as vol. 26, no. 7, supplement.

Snow Falling on Cedars
Homicide Detective Abby Hart's parents were murdered and the restaurant they
owned set on fire while she was inside-- and only six years old. When an elderly
woman with ties to Abby's past becomes a victim of a possible serial killer stalking
elderly women in her jurisdiction, the only link is Luke Murphy, an irritating private
investigator who saw a suspect flee the latest scene. Together they delve deep
into the past to find out what happened-- and how they can right the injustices that
have plagued them both for so long.
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